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Communicated by the editors 
Let d,(x) be an estimator of a smooth function B(x). It is proved that e(x) can be 
estimated easier than its derivative W)(x), providing for lit?:)- Ot”)llq an upper 
bound that depends on 114, - 0/14. The same bound can be used as a tool to derive 
automatically rates of convergence when we are estimating derivatives of densities 
or regression functions. lh 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
When we have a sample of n observations it is known that functions that 
are elements of a finite dimensional space and have various degrees of 
smoothness (e.g., polynomials of degree at most k) can all be estimated 
with an expected error of order n- ‘I2 or faster. 
In nonparametric situations it is intuitively clear that for fixed sample 
size smooth functions should be estimated more easily than less smooth 
ones, the difftculty being reflected on the corresponding risks. Bounds on 
the distance of the derivatives of kernel type (or nearest neighbor) 
estimates from the corresponding derivatives of densities or regression 
functions provide examples where this is shown to be true (for example, see 
Bhattacharya [I 1, Stone [4]). 
We will consider the case where we have estimates d,(x) = 
0,(x; x, ) .*., X,) for O(x), a real valued function in Rd, p times continuously 
differentiable on a compact, X, , . . . . A’, are observations. We will provide an 
upper bound for II&’ - B(s)lly, )I IJy is the L, distance, 1 < q < co; @fJ, fP) is 
a mixed partial derivative of 8. The upper bound, as expected from the use 
of &) as an estimate for IP), will depend on IIf?,, - 011, and the overall 
smoithness of 0, and 8. From the form of this bound one can see that it is 
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easier to estimate 8 than its derivatives. One can also get in an elementary 
way the well-known best rates of convergence in nonparametric estimation 
of the derivatives of a density or a regression function. The proofs are 
based on some properties of convolutions and results in the theory of 
approximation. The kernel is used as a device in obtaining the bound but is 
not necessarily used in constructing’ the function estimate. 
NOTATIONS; DEFINITIONS; THE RESULTS 
Let s = (si, . . . . sd) a d-tuple of nonnegative integers [s] = s1 + s2 + . . . + sd, 
s!=s,!s,!...s d! For x=(x,,...,x~) in Rd, Ixl=(x:+xz+ . . . +xs)“*, 
xS=x;Ix~...xSd d, for b in R xb = (x1 b, . . . . x,b). For a real valued functionf 
defined in Rd let f’“‘(x,) denote the sth order mixed partial derivative 
of f at x0, i.e., f’“‘(x,) = acS1f(x,)/8x;l . . . ax”,d, let &(x; x0) = 
Co G rS3 G &-(‘)(x~)/s ! )(x - x,,)’ be the kth degree Taylor approximation to f 
about x0. 
In the sequel in most integrals the area of integration will be determined 
by the domain of the integrands and so will be omitted. For functions f, 
g L1(Rd) integrable, deline their convolution at a point x (in Rd), 
f*g(x)=Sf(x-t)g(t)dt. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f be a bounded real valued function defined in Rd, r 
times continuously differentiable, r > 0, with the rth partial derivative having 
modulus of continuity w (i.e., jf’g’(x)-f’g’(y)j ,< w({x-yj), [g] = r). Let 
L be a real valued function defined on R” such that 
I t”’ L(t) dt = 
1, Cm1 = 0, 
0, [m] = 1, . . . . r, 
t r+ ‘L is L1(Rd) integrable, L,,(t) = b;dL,(tb;l) with b, decreasing to 0 as n 
increases. Then for every compact C c Rd, (SC I L, *f(x) -f (x)1 q dx)‘19 d 
C . b; w(b,). 
Proof The proposition is true for the case d = 1 (Shapiro [ 3, p. 521). 
If d> 1 it can be derived easily following the lines of Stone [4] so it is 
omitted. 
Assume that 0(x) and 6,(x) are real valued functions on a compact set C 
in Rd, have p derivatives, p > 1, the pth derivative having modulus of 
continuity w,(x). Let K(x) be a function vanishing outside C at least 
p-times continuously differentiable such that 
I 
K(x) dx = 1, 
s 
x’K(x) dx = 0, j=l 9 .*., P. 
Let K,(x) = bzdK(xb; ‘) with b, decreasing to 0 as n increases. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Under the above set-up, for 1 < [s] <p, I]&’ - @“I] 4 < 
C’,.b;-[“I. wp(bn)+C?.b,CS’.II~,--lly. If I]~,-&wz, with high 
probability, a value of b, that gives (in probability) an upper bound satisfies 
the equation 6:. w,(b,) = a,,. 
Proof: From Proposition 1 we have 
l/K,, * &’ - @‘II y < 2;, . b,p- Cs’ .w,(b,), 
IlK, * P’ - tP’llq < C, . bj: - [‘I . w,(b,). 
Note that J 1x1 p + ’ [K(x)] dx < co since we integrate over a compact subset 
of Rd and K is continuous. 
Using the triangular inequality we have 
II&- tl(s’lly < C, . b;- [“‘w,(b,) + IlK, * et’- K, * @‘l14. (1) 
Since KF’, 0 d [s] Gp, vanish at the boundary of C, integrating by parts 
we have 
so 
(K,, ztz (0, - e))(“(x) = Kp’ * (8, -e)(x) = K, * (&‘- ecs')(X). 
IIK~*e~)-K,*8’“‘1l,=IIKls’*(8,-8))1,. (2) 
On the other hand, it is known that II f * g Jly d II f 11, IIgllq (for q = 1 it is 
an application of Fubini’s theorem using the invariance property of 
Lebesgue measure; for q > 1 see [2, p. 213. So (2) becomes 
llK!f’ * 0% - W, G IIVII 1 . II& - ell,. (3) 
But K?‘(x) = b, (Cs’ + d’ . K’“‘(xb, I). So 
IlK!i%=(h, ([s’+d) IK’“‘(xb,‘)l dx= b$] j Ifi”‘(t)1 dt = Cz .b$] (4) 
From (l)-(4) we get the result. 
Remarks. (i) From Propositions 1 and 2 we have E(]~~) - B(s)]/4 < 
Cr b; [‘I El1 f?, - 811 4+ C, 3 - rsl w,(b,) with C, , C2, positive constants, 
1~ -[s] <p. Choosing b, such that 6; ~~(6,) = IT]@, - 0](, we see that 
EIIB~‘-8’“‘ll,~C~~EJl8,-ell.,. 
Let 8 be the space of functions on [0, lld with p derivatives uniformly 
bounded, the pth derivative satisfying a Lipschitz condition with 
parameters (L, a) (i.e., w,(b,) = Lb;), 8 is a density in 8. For the optimal 
estimators 8, of 8 it is well known by now that 
” 
Eli641,-n (-CP+U)‘/(~(P+~‘+~ , 
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so automatically we get 
E118’“‘-8’“‘11,~~(~~(B -()I) )(~+a-[sl)/(p+o)Nn-(~+~-[~J)/(2(p+a)+d) 
II ” 4 
The dimensionality influences the behavior of El/ &) - O(‘)JI 4 only through 
mz - u,. 
The upper bound is sharp as a comparison with existing lower bounds 
shows (Stone [4]). When 8 is a regression function we get in the same way 
sharp upper bounds in probability. 
(ii) When we are using the sup norm 11. (1 oo, Proposition 2 is still 
valid with Kf’ defined on Rd, not necessarily vanishing outside a compact 
but L&R”) integrable. 
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